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ABSTRACT

This note is to study the global behaviour of a polynomial autonomous system on the
plane with divergence non-positive outside a bounded set. It is shown that in some certain con-
ditions the global structure of such system can be simple. The main result here can be seen as an
improvement of the result of Olech and Meister in [O-M] concerning with the global asymptotical
stable conjecture of Markur and Yamable and the Jacobian Conjecture.
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1. Introduction

In 1988 C-Olech and G.Meister [12] considered the 2-dimensional polynomial case of
the Markus - Yamabe Conjecture [8] on the global stability of autonomous systems and
obtained the following result:

Suppose that f is a polynomial map of Kl into itself such that de tD/ > 0 on R2.
Then
(i) f is a diffeomoTpktsm of R2 if the function Trace.0/ never vanishes on R2.
(ii) The autonomous system (S) x = f(x) is globally stable if the function Trace.0/ w
everywhere negative on R2.

In this note we present an improvement of this result for the case when the above
conditions for the trace function TraceD/ hold only outside a bounded set. Our main
result is the following.

For a polynomial map / of R2 let us denote

Cf.= f{z:detDf(z)>0} - f{x : det Df(x) < 0}.

THEOREM 1 ; Supposr that f is a. polynomial map of R2 with the interio intCf
of Cf non-empty.

(i). V

Tia.ceDf(x) < 0 for \\x\\ > const, or Trace£>/(x) > 0 for | | i | | > const. (1)

then f : /-Jz'n#(C/) > intCf is bijeciive.
(ii). If

TraceD/(r) < 0 for \\x\\ > const. (2)

and 0 € intC; then the global structure of the dynamical system (S) is of one of the
following types: ,
(A). (S) has a globally stable rest point.
(B). (S) has a unique singular point and finitely many limit cycles . The singular point
of (S) is either attractive or repelslve The infinity is a "repelling point " of (S).
(C). Every trajectory of (S) is closed and Tt&ceDf = 0.

Here the infinity is said to be a "repelling point " of (S) if all solutions of (S) starting
from a neighbourhood of the infinity tend to a bounded set as time tends to +oo , and
their negative limit sets is the empty. In the other words, the system (S) has a global
attractor.

This theorem together with a Newmann's result [9], which asserts that every injec-
tive polynomial map from R" to itself is necessarily bijective, allows us to obtain immedi-
ately the following consequence, which gives a contribution to the real variant of Jacobian
Conjecture :every polynomial map of R" into itself without singularity ».i o diffeomorphism
o//Jn{seefore.g[2][7][12] ).

COROLLARY 1 : Suppose that f is a polynomial map of R2 into itself such that

detDf > 0 on R2. except at most a finite set (3)



If the condition (1) holds then f is a homeomorphism of R?.

The proof of Theoreml is based on Olech's lemma about orbital stability in invariant
domains of non-positive divergence of dynamical systems on the plane [10]. This lemma
together with some lemmas on invariant domains will be shown in Section 2. Theorem 1
will be proved in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to discussion on a variant of Theorem 1
for the differential case.

2. Some lemmas

Let / be a C1 -map of R2 into itself, / = (/i, fi). We consider the autonomous system
(S)
and its orthognal system

x = fix)

() (

Denote by x(t.P) (resp. .r*((,P)) be the unique solution of (S) (resp. (S*)) with
the initial condition x (0 ,P ) = P (resp. z*(0.P) = P) . Let (a{P),b{P)) be the maximal
interval on which i(t, P ) is well defined. As usual, a[P) and m(P) will denote the positive
and negative limit sets of x(t,P). Denote by P1P2 the segment {x = x(t,P) : t^ < t < ti},
w h e r e P , = x { t , , P ) , 1 = 1 , 2 .

For any solution segment PQ of (S*), Q = x'(tQ,P) for any t0, Olech [01,02] intro-
duced the function

= f \
JPQ

\\f(x*(t(s),P)\\ds, (4)

where ds = \\f(x'(t,P)\dt\ is the line element and so is the length of the segment PQ. Put
P(t) = x(t,P). There is a number £ > 0 such that for ea:h ( 6 [0, e) the solution i*(r, P{t))
crosses the solution curve x(t,Q) at a moment r{t) > 0. By the continuous dependence
of solutions with respect to initial condition, there exists an increasing continuous function
s(t) and a continuous function T(I) on [0,e) satisfying ?"(0) = 0, s(0) = (0 and
x(s(t),Q) =x*lr(i),P{t)) ,

Assume that these functions are well defined on the maximal interval [0,T(P)).
Put Q(t) - jr{s{i),Q). We denote by G(t) the region with boundary PP(t)Q(t)Q, where
PP(t), QQ(t') n-nd PQ, P[t)Q(t) are solution segments of {S) and (S*), respectively. Using
Green's formula we obtain the following estimation

URQ) - L(P(t),Q(t)) = _ f
JCit)

(5)

For n >0, denote O(P,^ := \Jt^0{
of the solution curve x(t,P), t > 0.

||x - r ( t .P) | | < fi } . This set is a neighbourhood

The following lemma, restated in an other form for
[10,11]-

convenience, is due to Olech

OLECH'S LEMMA (see Lemma 2 in [10]): Assume that there are constants p > 0
and d > 0 suck that |/(x)| > d, TraceU/(.T) < 0 for x £ O{P,fi), PQ C 0{P^) and
L(P,Q) <»d. Then
(i)T(P) = b(P),
(ii) s(t)^HQ) as (-K-P). """/
(iii) d\\P(t) - Q(t)\\ < L(P{t),Q{t)) < L(P,Q) < fid for allQ<t< HP).

Applying Oleca's Lemma to the case when the function TraceD/ is non-positive out-
side a bounded set we have

PROPOSITON 1: Assume that there are d > 0 and r > 0 such that

\\f(x)\\ > d and TraceZJ/(x) < 0 for ||x]| > r. (6)

Then
(i) The set Ax := {P € R2 • w(P) = 0} u open.
(ii) For any P e R2 either LJ(P) = 0 , u(P) is bounded or every connected component of
a/(P) is unbounded and contains any singular poxnt of (S).

Proof: This \° immediate from Olech's Lemma.

Now, we shall examine the behaviour of polynomial autonomous system (S)

i = f{x)

under the following assumptions:

and

0 G intCf

TraceD/(x) < 0 for ||x|| > const.

||/(i)|| >d for P | | > r .

(7)

(8)

0)
Let us denote by E5 the sei of all singular points of (S) -

REMARK 1: By assumptions (7) and (9) Es is finite and Es consists only of centers,
attracting and repelling points (See for e.g in [1] }.

We begin with the simple case when (S) has a center.

LEMMA 1: Assume that system (S) has a singular ?oint i 0 . The poxnt 2Q is a center
of (S) if and only if Trace!?/ s 0. And.then the system (S) has only closed trajectories.

Proof :
First, clearly that if TraceD/ = 0, then xo is a center of (S). Assume that zo is a

center of (S). Let CZt, be the biggest open connected neighbourhood of z<> filled up with
closed trajectories of (S). By Remark 1 the boundary of CZa cannot contain a limit cycle
of (S) and cannot intersect the set £s . Hence, from Proposition 1 implies that this set is
empty and C l 0 = R2• Thus, every trajectory of (S) is closed. Then, since the polynomial
TraceD/ is non-positive outside a bounded set, TraceD/ = 0.



REMARK 2: Consider the remaining case itei the polynomial TraccD/^ 0
(i). In this case, every closed trajectory of (S) is a limit cycle. From condition (S) it

implies that there is a neighbourhood of the infinity containing no any limit cycle of (S).
Then, by a way, analogous to that in the proof of Lemma I^we can prove without any
difficulty that all of limit cycles of (S) must be contained in a bounded set. Since every
limit cycle is isolated, the system (S) has at most firfteJymany limit cycles.

Notice that there is a strong result due to Dulac [4],vhichhad been proved completely
by Il'yashenco [6] and Ecalle [5], that every polynomial autonomous system on the plane
has at most finitely many limit cycles.

(ii). We have an essential estimation that

I, Tra.ceDF(z)dx = -oo. (10)

Let C be a singular point or a limit cycle of (S) . We denote by Vc the unique non-
bounded connected component of B? — c. For each c be a singular point or a limit cycle
of (S) we denote .4C := {P <E V, : w(P) = c) and Rc := {P e Vc : a(P) = c}. These
are invariant connected open sets of (S). For convenience, we call the non-empty set in
domains AC,RC associated with limit cycie or singular point c to be the basic domain of
c .

LEMMA 2: Assume that Ac ^ 0. Then ylr is komeomorphic to an open annulus and
either
(i) BdAc = c and a(P) = 0 for all P € Ac, or
(ii) BdAc is a union of c and an other limit cycle which is the a-limit set of each point
lying in Ac.

The proof of this lemma can be carried out without any difficulty by using Proposition
1 .

For the case of the basic domain Rc we have

LEMMA 3; A$»ume that Rc ^ 0. Then the set Rc '•$ bounded and homeomorphic to
an open annulus. Its boundary set BdRc is an umon of c and the other limit cycle which
is the u-limit set of each point lying in Rc.

Proof: We shall prove only for the case of limit cycle c. The proof of the case of repelling
points can be carried out in the same way.

Let c be a limit cycle with Rc ^ 0- The proof will be divided into in two steps.

Step 1 .We shall show that BdRc ^ c. Assume the contrary that BdRc = c . This
means that Rc is the set of all points lying in Vc . Then by Proposition 1 it is not difficult
to prove that for every point P € Re <x(P) = c and u(P} = 0.

Let r > 0 and d > 0 be constants in (9). We can assume that the cycle c is
contained in the disk DT :— {x : \\x\\ < r). Since the circle Sr := {x : \\x\\ = r} is
contained in iic, we can choose a number £ > 0 so that z(t, P) lies outside the disk Dr for
all f > 0 and all P, \\P\\ >r + c .

Now, let us take a number & > r +• e. For each fixed point P, P € Si we can make
an open solution segment (P,P2) of (S') so that GP := {x{t,Q) : t > 0,Q € (P1P3)
is a positive-invariant neighbourhood of P and Gp is a subset of R2 -~ Dr . Let
PiO-PiC) an fl *?(') be the functions defined above with resipect to the segment PiP2 .
Furthermore, we can choose this segment (PiPj) small enough so that the assumptions
of Olech Lemma are satisfied. Then in view of Olech's Lemma these functions are well
defined on [0, b(P\)) and

GP =: | J G(i) = {x{t,Q) : t > 0,Q € (PiPj)}.

Consider the function G(t) of set-values well-defined for 0 < * < b(P). By the estima-
tion (5) we have

I ( P j , P 2 ) > I ( P i , P 2 ) - I ( P l ( r ) , P 2 ( * ) ) = / -TraceU/CiJrfi.
JG(I)

for t > 0
There fore , no t ing t h a t G(t) C G(t') for f > < * , we o b t a i n

:= L(Pi,P2)> I -TraceDf(x)dx.
JGP

(12)

(13)

Now consider the family of open neighbourhoods Gp constructed with respect to
each point P € Si- Because of the compactness of the circle Sj, we can take a finite
open covering II = {Gp^ ,Gp2,...,Gpt] from this family. By of the definition of Rc and
the contrary assumption the domain Re is the set of alt points lying in Vc. Therefore, the
family IT is also a finite open covering of the set R3 — D(. From this facttogether with
(12) we get the following estimation

-

This implies that

TraceZ>/(x)(fa > -oo. (14)

However, this is impossible, since in this case the polynomial function Trace Df(x)
is non-constant and non-positive outside the disk Dr. Thus we have proved BdRc ft c.

Step 2 : We shall show that if BdRc ^ c .then BdRc ~ c is a limit cycle of (S).
Then it is easy to verify that this cycle is the LJ-!imit set of each point belonging to Rc and
Rc is homeomorphic to an open annulus.

Assume the contrary that in BdRc — c there is not a cycle of (S). Then by
Proposition 1 and Remark 1 we observe that either BdRc contains an attracting point or
ui{P) = 0 for all P € Rc •

T -V



Consider the first situation. Assume that x0 is an attracting point of (S) lying in
BdRc. Then, clearly c C BdAIa • Consequently, in view of Lemma 2 we have
UdAIa = cU( io ) and Atz U {*o} >s horaeomorphic to an open disk. On the other
hand, clearly , AXaV{.To} is a closed and open subset of Vc. Therefore, AIaU{xo} -Vc .
It is not possible, since Vr is homeomorphic to an open annulus.

Next, consider the second situation. Then there are any regular points in BdRc - c
and their positive-limit sets are empty. In view of Olech's Lemma we can choose a such
point P such that for any fixed e > 0 solution curves x{t. Q) which starts from a point Q
belonging to the solution segment I := {JT*(T, P) : 0 < r < t} does not cross this segment
again. Without a loss of generality, we can assume that the segment / is contained in Rc,
Put

U := {x(t,Q) : Q = -T*(r,P),0 < r < e/2,t € R}

and

It is obviously that U is an open subset of V . U =jt V and

Furthermore, V is an open connected set. Consequently, there is a point i " € V
such that the curve {x(t,P') : t > 0} does not intersect the segment {X'{T,P) : |r| < e}.
Applying Olech's Lemma we can make a neighbourhood O of F* such that solution curves
starting from O do not cross the segment /. This contradicts to the definition of U , since
P* € Bdt7 . Thus the second cannot happen.

The proof is completed .

3. The proof of Theorem 1

Before giving the proof of Theorem 1 let us recall an essential property of polynomial
maps which will be used below. We say that a mapping g : R" —» R" is local trivial
at a value a if there is a neighbourhood U of o such that the restriction g : g~1V —» U
is a C'°-rmite covering map. Let us denote by Es the complement of the set of all values
at which g is locally trivial. Clearly, by the definition a £ Eg and ff~!(a) ^ 0 if and
only if g is local homeomorphic at any neighbourhood of g~'(a) and there are any positive
constants d and r such that

- a\\ > d for ||.T|| > r (15)

In view of Varchenco's results on the topological equisingularity of algebraical maps [13],
we have

PROPOSITON 2: Let g : R" —• R" be polyniomial with det Dg ^ 0. Then £ , «
contained m an algebraic set of dtmension less than n ,

We denote by A} the minimal algebraic set containing Eg.
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Proof of Theorem 1:
Sttp 1 : We shall prove the part (ii) for the case when 0 e W := (R2 - Ef)r\mtCf-

In this case, because of assumptions of the theorem and the definition of Ef conditions
(7 -9) in Section 2 are satisfied. In particular, the system (E) has at least one singular
point, say i0- So we can apply lemmas 1-3 .

First, we observe that if TraceD/ = 0 , then in view of Lemma 1 the system (S)
has the structural type (C) with the center x0. Assume that TraceD/ ^ 0 and the
system (S) has no any closed trajectory. Then in view of lemmas 2,3 the system (S) has
the structural type {A) with the globally stable rest point xa.

Next, we consider the case when TraceZJ/ ^ 0 and {S) has a limit cycle. In this
case, as pointed in Remark 2, To is either an attracting or a repelling point and (S) has
at most finitely many limit cycles. Applying lemmas 2,3 , by a finite inductive process we
obtain the maximal collection of limit cycles C],C2, ...,<:* such that

BdDc, -c,=cl+i. for ( = 1,2 k - l

and D,Ck = ACk is the nonbounded connected component of R2 — Ck ,
where C C ] D C 2 , . . . , D C t and Dl0 are basic domains introduced
with respect to the cycles Ci,c2,...ct and .r0. Thus, xo is a unique singular point
of fS), and (S) has the structural type (B).

Step 2: We prove part (i).
Let / be a polynomial map satisfying assumptions in part (ii) of the theorem. Since

the restriction of / on intCj is injective if and only if so is for —/, we can assume that
the function TraceZ)/{i) is non-positive outside a disk of the plane . Then , for each value
a £ W := (R2 - A i)C\intC f - intC f - A f the dynamical system x = f(x)-a satisfies
all of assumptions in the case considered in step l,where Af is the minimal algebraic set
defined in Proposition 2 with respect to / . Consequently, since intCf C f(R?), the
restriction of / from f~lW to W is bijective . Let JV be the function of interger-values,
N : R1 —> Z, defined by N(a) := card{x : f(x) = a}. Then the function N obtains
value 1 on the set IV which is the open semi-algebraic set dense in intCj. On the other
hand, since the restriction of / on / " ' intCf is local diffeomorphic, the function N is lower-
semi continuous on intCf. Hence, the function N obtains the value 1 on intCf, Thus, we
get thivl / : f~lint{Cj) > intCf is bijective.

The proof of part (ii) is completed by the assertion in Step 1 and the part (i).

4. A generalization

Theorem 1 gives a positive solution of the following problem, which can be viewed as
a modification of the Markus-Yamable Conjecture on the global stability of autonomous
systems [8], for the 2- dimensional polynomial case.

Problem ; Let f be a C1 -map of R2 satisfying tke following condition):

det Df > 0 on R2,

TraceDJV) < 0 for \\z\\ > const.

(*)



(i) Is the infinity a "repelling point" of the system (S) x = /( .r)?
(ii) Do the conditions (*) and (**) imply thai f io a diffeomorphism of R2 f

The following is a contribution to this problem.

THEOREM 2: Let f be a C1- map of R2 satisfying the. conditions (*) . Assume, in
addition, that

R2 - Ef t «• (19)

(i). The. restriction of f from f~\R2 - Ej) into R? - Ef is mjective,if

TrfvreD/U) < 0 for |[z|| > const. (20)

(ii). The infinity is a "repelling point" of (S) if the condition (20) holds , 0 €
(}{R2)-ES) and

L TiSiceDf(x)dx = —oo. (21)

Sketch of the proof: The method of the proof here is similar to that used to get
over Theorem 1.

Step 1: For each singular point or closed trajectory of (S), say c, we introduce the
notion of basic domain Ac and Rr as in Section 2. Furthermore, we define the domain Sc of
closed trajectory c to be the biggest connected open set lying in the nonbounded connected
component of R2 — c and filled up with closed trajectories such that its boundary set BdSc

contains the trajectory c . We call the non-empty set of domains Ac, Rc and Sc to be the
basic domain of c , and denote it by Z)c. The basic domain is well defined and unique
with respect to c, except the case when there is a sequence of closed trajectories lying in
the nonbounded connected component of R2 - c and approaching to c . By an way
analogous to that in the proof of lemmas 1-3, we get that

a). Every basic domain Dc is homeomarpktc to an open annulus and either BdDc = c
or BdDc ii an union of c and an other closed trajectory.

b). Domains Rc and Sc are bounded, if condition (SI) holds.

Step 2: We assume that 0 £ {f(R2) - Es) and /(0) = 0. If system (S) has no any
closed trajectory, then the singular point of (S) is the gSobaliy stable rest of (S).

For the last case we consider the collection fi of all closed trajectories of the system (S)
such that the zero-point is the unique singular point of (S) lying in the bounded connected
component of complement of each of them. Because of assertions (a) and (b) in Step 1 ,
fi ^ 0 . On fi we introduce the following order

c,c' G fi : £ -< c* c lies in the bounded connected component of R2 — c*. (22)

This order is well-defined on fi.
By an argument analogous to that in the proof of Lemma 1, we obtain that either

all elements of the family fi are contained in a bounded set or in every neighbourhood

of the infinity there is any closed trajectories of (S). In the first situation, (ft, -<) satisfies
the Zorn- Lemma, and hence there exists the maximal element cm o r . By assertions a) in
Step I the basic domain Uc^.« is whole the nonbounded connected component of the set
R2 — cmax and the zero-point is the unique singular point of 'S). In the second situation,
obviously that the zero-point is also the unique singular point of (S).

The above argument still works well for the systems

for each a 6 (/(-R2 ) — Ef). Thus , we get the assertion (i) of the theorem.

Step 3: Using Green's formula we can observe that the condition (21) implies the
uniform boui.dedness of the family il. Then the part (ii) of the theorem can be obtained
from the assertion b) in Step 1.

Example: Consider the 1-parameter family of maps

/„(*,y) = [y - J-(X2 2

with p. t R and the systems (5,,) x = /M(;r). For this family

- / i ) , -a- - y(x2 + y2 -

det Df^x. y) = 3(x2 + x/f - M.r2 + y2 ) + V2 + 1, and

Trace.D/(1 (x, y) = 2fi - 4(x2 + y2).

We haveWe have
(1). For ft < 0, system (S,,) nas the structural type (.4) and /M is a diffeomorphism

of R2.
(2). For 0 < n < 3^, fp is a diffeomorphism of R2 and system (S,,) is of type (B).
(3) For ji — 3 ' , fp is a homeomorphism of R2 with the unique singularity at 0 and

the system (S^) is of type (B).
(4). For fi > 3^ , system (Su) is also of type (B), but /,, is not a diffeomorphism of

R2 . However, Cfr is a non-empty open set and 0 6 mtCf^.
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